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This is a great book that will impact into you that necessary understanding you need to capture
for understanding your assignment on earth. It reveals all there is to know about purpose and
dominion as God has originally planned. This book helps you to understand your unique role
in the dominion mandate for all mankind, and it unveils the truth that we all can dominate at
the same time, in our different purposes and divine assignments. In this book you would learn
about: •The three basic dimensions of God’s purpose. •Your unique role in the overall
success of God’s universal and general purposes. •How best to express your dominion
mandate. •Where God demands your dominion. •How to express the glory of God through
the pursuit of your divine assignment and lots more. Every young person who desires to
become relevant and impactful in his or her generation would find this brain-child and
subsequent series a useful tool to live by.
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